ADVERTORIAL

COMMITTED FOR
BUILDING A
GREENER WORLD
For more than 20 years, Rubber World Industries continues to support the worldwide
campaign in protecting the environment and supplying insulation products that adhere to
Green Building Regulations promoted and implemented in many countries like the United
Arab Emirates. From the sourcing of raw materials until the finished product, RWI ensures
that it produces insulation products that comply with international standards by
implementing best manufacturing and management practices as indicated and certified by
ISO 9001:2015.

Rizwan Shaikhani,
Managing Director of
Rubber World Industries

THE VISION
Capitalizing on the opportunities in the HVAC Industry in
1993, it served as RWI defining moment. As a pioneer UAE
national enterprise, RWI aimed to be the global parameter for
quality, innovation and perfect cost-value balance. With the
leadership of Mr. Rizwan Shaikhani, RWI has attained desirable
heights and now supplying to more than 90 countries
worldwide. “From our humble beginnings, we have reached to
the top rank by hard work. With the customer in mind we
create solutions that meet their needs,” Mr. Shaikhani said.
RWI makes sure to live up to its PCS Value which is to protect,
conserve and sustain. “While we produce products that protect
insulation systems, we also sustain resources and set standards
for the world to follow,” Mr. Shaikhani added. RWI invested in
research and development for further innovation and
development of products and services. It envelops not only
optimizing production process and evolving the products to
another level but also producing zero waste materials. RWI
goal is to achieve zero waste manufacturing as an answer to
the growing concern of environmental problems.

THE PRODUCT - GULF.O.FLEX
Having become the leader in engineered foams, Rubber World
Industries LLC developed “Gulf.O.Flex” as the flagship brand in
flexible foam insulation. Coming in Tube and sheet forms,
“Gulf.O.Flex” products are designed and produced to be dust free,
fiber free, CFC Free, has zero ODP, formaldehyde free and has low
VOCs. Gulf.O.Flex is a closed cell elastomeric rubber insulation
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products that are widely used for insulation due to its unique
characteristics that are required to achieve energy efficiency. RWI
regularly submits its insulation products for testing to ensure that
quality is in accordance to internationals standards. The products are
certified by Dubai Central Laboratory of Dubai Government in terms of
product conformity. Gulf.O.Flex has already been part of nation
building and to what considered as landmarks like Burj Khalifa and
Downtown Dubai, Green Community, Sadiyat Island and Yas Island to
name a few. It continues to help build institutions like construction of
academic schools in Dubai and international schools in Ajman. Various
hotels and Housing projects are built using Gulf.O.Flex in the rest of
the UAE and MENA region.

PROMOTING A GREENER WORLD
Energy efficiency resulting from proper insulation helps address the
issues on global warming. With proper insulation energy is conserved
and help prevents condensation to HVACR system. RWI is committed
to its mission in conserving energy while creating customer
satisfaction and healthy world.
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